Introduction
Molecular models of nuclei are fundamentally dierent from models used in molecular physics, where the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid and one can think of nuclear motion as a small vibration, happening only close to the minimum of a very deep potential (in molecular energy scales) [1] . Nuclei have large kinetic energy T , comparable to the potential energy V and the zero point motion inside the Potential Energy Surface (PES, for short) is a large fraction of the well depth, therefore there are large uctuations around the equilibrium points and we should not expect that the vibrational levels are deeply lying in the potential well as it happens in molecules. At most they can be weakly bound states, close to threshold, or more probably resonances in the continuum. Despite this fact, it is instructive to look at the normal modes, nd the best internal coordinates to express symmetry-adapted vibrational motio and calculate the energy scale and structure of the vibrational levels. 
that must be minimized with the constraints imposed by the center of mass. Brute force minimization for the 4 He case gives a minimum at -557.531 MeV and a set of equilibrium coordinates. These coordinates are not unique, there are still a number of rotations that give equivalent sets (loci), therefore one can impose certain other conditions, while keeping the minimum at the same energy. The following list of constraints can be imposed on minimization without lifting the minimum:
One easily gets the positions of the equilibrium points, around which the nucleons move dynamically with (large) uctuations.
31883 fm x 3 = 0.0446687 fm y 3 = −0.43476 fm z 3 = 0.318391 fm They describe a shape that is close to a tetrahedron. There are two dierences: the distance between the protons' equilibrium points is larger than the corresponding distance between the neutrons and the dierences in spin-spin channels are such that the nn edge is rotated 5.87 o away from being orthogonal to the pp edge. See Fig. 1 . Protons' equilibrium points in blue.
A clooser look at these values reveals that they satisfy only the geometric requirements of the discrete point-group C 2 that contains only the operations identity (E) and 180 o rotation around the symmetry axis (C2). This group has only one even (A) and one odd (B) representations (the multiplication table is trivial).
The diagonalization of the mass-corrected Hessian matrixH lk = H lk / √ m l m k = ∂ 2 P ES/∂q l ∂q k / √ m l m k gives the normal modes: it corresponds to pure harmonic vibrations (approximation of the full PES with quadratic functions around the minimum), clearly too drastic for nuclei because the energy levels are almost at threshold.
A better approach is of course the full diagonalization of the 4-body problem with kinetic terms + potentials. In any case group theory (as in molecular physics) gives the characters of normal modes of vibrations. They turn out to be very high in energy: MeV with planar geometry, but not quite isosceles! Again the spin-spin interaction is slightly dierent and the coordinates of the equilibrium points are in this case: 
